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The core observatory satellite of the Global Precipitation
Measurement (GPM) mission was launched on February
27th 2014. The Dual-frequency Precipitation Radar (DPR)
on the GPM core observatory is the succession of the
TRMM Precipitation Radar (PR).
The DPR consists of a Ku-band precipitation radar and a Ka-
band precipitation radar. The DPR is expected to be more
sensitive than the PR especially in the measurement of light
rainfall and snowfall in high latitude regions.

Because of the speed of orbiting the earth, a satellite can observe each point of earth in
short time; one footprint is an observation in some microseconds. Rain–gage
measurements have accurate rainfall rate, on the other hand rain-gage can observe small
area and accumulated rainfall in some minutes. The conventional ground-based weather
radar can cover a wider area, however, a volume scan requires several minutes. The
Phased Array weather Radar (PAR) developed by Osaka University, Toshiba, and NICT is a
weather-radar on X-band within 100m range sampling. High spatial and temporal
resolution is achieved with pulse compression and the digital beam-forming technique;
the PAR transmits a wide beam and receives narrow beams by using digital beam forming.
Then, the PAR observes many elevation angles from a single pulse. The time of each
volume scan of PAR is only “10-30 seconds” in operation. This study shows comparisons
between the DPR and the PAR by more similar spatial and temporal resolution to
recognize how well DPR can observe weather phenomena. We present the case study
which shows that the DPR overpassed the PAR.

GPM KuPR GPM KaPR

Frequency [GHz] 13.597, 13.603 35.547, 35.553

Swatch width [km] 245 125

Horizontal res. [km] 5 5

Range res. [m] 250 250 500 

Sensitivity [mm/h] 0.3 0.38 0.16 

Antenna Size [m] 2.5×2.4×0.6 1.4×1.2×0.8

Weight [kg] 403 302

Altitude [km] 407

Fig.1 DPR observation Image

Table 1.  Specification of GPM-DPR
‣Dual-frequency Precipitation Radar 

KuPRKaPR

‣Phased Array weather Radar

PAR

Frequency [GHz] 9.430

Observation Area [km] 60 30

Temporal Res. [sec] 30 10

Range Res. [m] 100

Azimuth Res. [deg] 1.2

Altitude [m] 120

Scan Elevation Electrical

Azimuth Mechanical

Table 2.  Specification of PAR

Fig.2 PAR observation Area 
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‣ Transmit several fan-beams in elevation. 
‣ Receive and detect the direction of arrival

by using Beam Former Method.
‣ Rotate mechanically in azimuth.
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‣Resolution Matching
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Fig.3  OBSERVATION IMAGE BY KuPR & PAR (Left: KuPR Near Surface, Right: PAR 4km CAPPI)

Fig.4  VERTICAL CROSS SECTION (Left:KuPR Z corrected,Center:KuPR Z measured,Right:PAR remeshed Z)

Fig.5 Density Distribution 
(Left:PAR range within 60km,Right:within 20km)

Range Within
60km

Within 
40km

Sample 
Number

5533 1200

Correl. Coef. 0.834 0.914

MAE* [dB] 2.95 2.24

Bias    [dB] -0.354 -0.773

Table 3.  Comparison Results

*MAE is Mean Absolute Error.

DISCUSSION

‣ DPR has strong correlation (greater than 0.8) with PAR within the all range of PAR.
‣ DPR has much more higher correlation (greater than 0.9) within the 20km range.  
‣ MAE become greater depending on the distance from PAR.
MAE is caused by PAR precipitation attenuation?

-MAE within 60km is larger than one within 20km.
-In contrast, bias is smaller. 

1.Read DPR observation position 
and look up distance and azimuth 
from PAR installation location.

2. By calculating share-observation 
volume, make DPR observation 
volume from PAR observation data.

3. Frequency matching from X-
band to (Ku-band/Ka-band) 
considering drop size distribution. 

Procedure

Bias is caused by pulse number?
-Pulse number of DPR & PAR is smaller than the other radar (e.g. PAR:15~20 pulses). 

-The influence of PAR precipitation attenuation (PAR reflectivity maybe smaller in further).

- Show GPM/DPR overpassing results.
- GPM/DPR seems same echo pattern on Ku-band compared with PAR.
- Correlation coefficient suggests more than 0.8 correlation within the 60km range of 

the PAR, furthermore suggests more than 0.9  correlation within 20km range.
(Maybe the influence of precipitation attenuation or radar pulse number).

- GPM/DPR can observe from space in great accuracy.

‣Comparison of GPM/DPR with PAR

‣Future Work

- KaPR on GPM/DPR must be validated as the same way.
→Lacking the number of rainy examples scanned by KaPR.

- More analyze the causes of variance between KuPR and PAR.


